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Motivation



How to Handle Ambiguity in AI?

● True ground truth unknown / label errors
● Rare classes or long-tailed class distribution
● High-stakes and security-critical applications



Capturing Ambiguity using Confidence Sets

Idea: allow predicting (variable-sized) sets of classes!
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Capturing Ambiguity using Conformal Prediction

Predict confidence sets with coverage guarantee:
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Capturing Ambiguity using Conformal Prediction

Predict confidence sets with coverage guarantee:
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Conformal Wrapper

Problems of Conformal Wrapper

● Training (e.g., w/ cross-entropy loss) might be suboptimal
● Cannot train to optimize losses directly defined on confidence sets
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Proposed Solution: Conformal Training

= training with conformal wrapper to allow losses on confidence sets
➔ Re-calibrate at test time to preserve coverage guarantee

Loss on sets

Conformal Wrapper
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Conformal Prediction



Conformal Prediction with Coverage Guarantee

Given classifier                     , construct confidence sets                                          .

● Assumes held-out calibration set, i.i.d. from the test distribution.
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Coverage Guarantee

          guarantees coverage:

● confidence level     user-specified
● inefficiency = confidence set size            optimized
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Coverage Guarantee

          guarantees coverage:

● confidence level     user-specified
● inefficiency = confidence set size            optimized

{frog,horse,dog}

no/3



Example: Threshold Conformal Predictor (Thr)

Two steps: prediction (at test time) and calibration step, following (Sadinle, 2019):

1. Prediction: define how confidence sets          are constructed;

with                              called conformity score                                 



Example: Threshold Conformal Predictor (Thr)

Two steps: prediction (at test time) and calibration step.

1. Prediction: define how confidence sets          are constructed;

2. Calibration: define threshold    on the conformity scores wrt. the true class:

                                         -quantile of 



Why use the Threshold Conformal Predictor?

Main advantages:

● Easy-to-use and applicable to (log-)probabilities / logits
● Optimizes inefficiency (Sadinle, 2019)

Presentation entirely agnostic to the exact form of the conformity scores:

● Other options: (Romano, 2020), (Angelopoulos, 2021), etc.



Example Results

82% accuracy on CIFAR10

Dataset, Thr-Probs APS RAPS

CIFAR10, 0.05 1.64 2.06 1.74

CIFAR10, 0.01 2.93 3.30 3.06

Inefficiency ↓ for different methods:



Example Results

82% / 72% accuracy on CIFAR10 / CIFAR100

Dataset, Thr-Probs APS RAPS

CIFAR10, 0.05 1.64 2.06 1.74

CIFAR10, 0.01 2.93 3.30 3.06

CIFAR100, 0.01 10.63 16.62 14.42

Inefficiency ↓ for different methods:



Strengths of Conformal Prediction

1. Independent of data distribution
2. Post-training calibration / wrapper for any classifier

Classifier
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Drawback of Conformal Prediction

● Classifier cannot adapt to post-training “conformalization”
○ Despite significant impact of classifier performance on conformal prediction

Conformal Prediction

Classifier dog
{cat, dog, truck}

cat

Accuracy ↑ Inefficiency ↓

lower higher

higher lower



Conformal Training



End-to-End Training of Classifier and Conformal Wrapper

High-level idea: allow to train classifier “through” the conformal wrapper.
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End-to-End Training of Classifier and Conformal Wrapper

High-level idea: allow to train classifier “through” the conformal wrapper.

Classifier

Conformal Prediction

➔ Classifier trained to optimize arbitrary loss on confidence sets.
➔ Training procedure only; any method applicable after training!



Illustration: Conformal Training (ConfTr)

Classifier

“Simulate” conformal prediction on each mini-batch

Calibration step

Prediction step and loss computation



Illustration: Conformal Training (ConfTr)

Classifier

“Simulate” conformal prediction on each mini-batch

Calibration step

Prediction step and loss computation

Differentiable implementations needed



Differentiable Threshold Conformal Prediction

Make both prediction and calibration steps differentiable:

1. Thresholding implemented using sigmoid function    and temperature    :

soft assignment of class k to confidence set
log-probabilities ensure good gradient flow



Differentiable Threshold Conformal Prediction

Make both prediction and calibration steps differentiable:

1. Thresholding implemented using sigmoid function    and temperature    :

2. Calibration implemented using smooth sorting to compute the    -quantile: 
(Blondel et al., 2020) approximates (hard) sorting using a dispersion 
hyper-parameter



Differentiable Threshold Conformal Prediction

Make both prediction and calibration steps differentiable:

1. Thresholding implemented using sigmoid function    and temperature    :

2. Calibration implemented using smooth sorting to compute the    -quantile

➔ Also possible for (Romano, 2020; Angelopoulos, 2021) or (Bates, 2021)



Differentiable Conformal Prediction

Make both prediction and calibration steps differentiable:

1. Thresholding implemented using sigmoid function    and temperature    :

2. Calibration implemented using smoothsort to compute the    -quantile. 



Illustration: Conformal Training (ConfTr)

Classifier
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Illustration: Conformal Training (ConfTr)

Classifier

smooth-    -quantile of

differentiable w.r.t.     through

Prediction step and loss computation
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loss     on 

Illustration: Conformal Training (ConfTr)

Classifier

smooth-    -quantile of

➔ Re-calibrate after training to obtain coverage guarantee!

for



About the Coverage Guarantee

What about the coverage guarantee?

● During training, prediction/calibration is approximated in a smooth way:

               recovers original counterparts incl. coverage guarantee. 
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About the Coverage Guarantee

What about the coverage guarantee?

● During training, prediction/calibration is approximated in a smooth way:

               recovers original counterparts incl. coverage guarantee. 

● After training, any conformal predictor re-calibrates on held-out calibration set:

     Coverage guarantee follows, e.g., from (Sadinle, 2019) or (Romano, 2020).

➔ Train with same confidence level               as at test time.



loss     on 

Illustration: Conformal Training (ConfTr)

Classifier

smooth-    -quantile of

empirical coverage close to             on

for



Objectives for Conformal Training

🅐 Reducing inefficiency:

● Motivation
● Ablation
● Reduce ambiguity/uncertainty 

through smaller confidence sets

🅑 Applications in medical diagnosis:

● Motivation
● Shape class-conditional 

inefficiency
● Influence composition of 
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Why Reduce Inefficiency?

Remember: coverage is guaranteed!

➔ Reduce ambiguity without reducing performance

{frog,dog,deer,horse} {frog,dog,deer} {frog,deer} {deer}

reduced inefficiency = lower uncertainty translates to better resource/time usage to users



Optimizing Inefficiency through Conformal Training

Train to directly reduce inefficiency:

●                        interpreted as probability of including k in
● can be seen as smooth approximation of
● no loss on true label    as we expect (empirical) coverage close to 



Results

Inefficiency ↓ for    =0.01: 

CP at test time: Thr-Probs

Dataset Baseline ConfTr (ours)

MNIST 2.23 2.18

F-MNIST 2.05 1.69

EMNIST (K = 52) 2.66 2.66

CIFAR10 2.93 2.88

CIFAR100 10.63 10.78



Results

Inefficiency ↓ for    =0.01: 

CP at test time: Thr-Probs

Dataset Baseline ConfTr (ours) + Class. Loss

MNIST 2.23 2.18 2.11 (+5.4%)

F-MNIST 2.05 1.69 1.67 (+18.5%)

EMNIST (K = 52) 2.66 2.66 2.49 (+6.4%)

CIFAR10 2.93 2.88 2.84 (+3.1%)

CIFAR100 10.63 10.78 10.44 (+1.8%)



Results

Inefficiency ↓ for    =0.01: 

CP at test time: Thr-Probs APS

Dataset Baseline ConfTr (ours) Baseline ConfTr (ours)

MNIST 2.23 2.11 (+5.4%) 2.50 2.14 (+14.14%)

F-MNIST 2.05 1.67 (+18.5%) 2.36 1.72 (+27.1%)

EMNIST (K = 52) 2.66 2.49 (+6.4%) 4.23 2.87 (+32.2%)

CIFAR10 2.93 2.84 (+3.1%) 3.30 2.93 (+11.1%)

CIFAR100 10.63 10.44 (+1.8%) 16.62 12.73 (+23.4%)



Lower Confidence Levels

Generalization to lower confidence levels at test time on EMNIST using Thr-Probs:

Confidence Level Baseline ConfTr (    = 0.01)

4.10 3.37 (-17.8%)

15.73 13.65 (-13.2%)



Lower Confidence Levels

Generalization to lower confidence levels at test time on EMNIST using Thr-Probs:

➔ Also useful to “conformalize” ensembles

Confidence Level Baseline ConfTr (    = 0.01)

4.10 3.37 (-17.8%)

15.73 13.65 (-13.2%)



Objectives for Conformal Training

🅐 Reducing inefficiency:

● Motivation
● Ablation
● Reduce ambiguity/uncertainty 

through smaller confidence sets

🅑 Applications in medical diagnosis:

● Motivation
● Shape class-conditional 

inefficiency
● Influence composition of 



Beyond Reducing Inefficiency

● Reduce inefficiency for “easy” / low-risk classes
● Shape composition of confidence sets:

○ Avoid confusion of specific, easily confused classes
○ Avoid mixing classes of different categories

reduce uncertainty here



Inefficiency Distribution

Inefficiency ↓ distributed very differently across classes:

Dataset Thr-Probs

CIFAR10 2.93



Shaping Inefficiency Distribution

Add class-conditional weight to inefficiency loss:

● assign higher weight to specific class: 



Results: CIFAR10

● Possible inefficiency improvement per class (in %)
● Cost in terms of average inefficiency increase across classes (in %)



Results: CIFAR100 (by Class Category)

● Possible inefficiency improvement per class (in %)
● Cost in terms of average inefficiency increase across classes (in %)



Shaping Confidence Sets

Which classes are actually included in          ?

●              simply enforces coverage
● use               to penalize class k occurring in confidence sets of class y 

Ineff loss True class included Other classes not included



Example: Reduce “Coverage-Confusion”

Reduce confusion between classes 4 (coat) and 6 (shirt) in confidence sets:



Example: Reduce “Coverage-Confusion”

Reduce confusion between classes 2 (pullover), 4, and 6 in confidence sets:



Example: Reduce “Mis-Coverage”

Avoid natural and human-made classes in the same confidence sets:

CIFAR100 Inefficiency % natural classes in 
human-made confidence sets

% human-made classes in 
natural confidence sets

ConfTr 10.44 40.09 29.60

16.50 15.77 70.26

11.35 45.37 17.56



Conclusion



Conclusion: Conformal Training

Conformal training = end-to-end training of classifier and conformal wrapper.

➔ retains coverage guarantee
➔ reduces inefficiency
➔ allows arbitrary, application-specific losses



Outlook: Conformal Training

Conformal training is a very flexible and general approach:

➔ Any conformal predictor usable at test time, incl. the respective guarantees
➔ With smooth approximations, any conformal predictor usable during training

Examples (for both training and testing):

● Class-conditional threshold conformal predictor (Sadinle, 2019)
● Risk-controlling prediction sets (Bates, 2021)

Loss on sets
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Smooth Conformal Prediction: Algorithm

Prediction step: Calibration step:

Smooth implementations:



Conformal Training: 
Algorithm



Conformal Training as Extension of (Bellotti, 2021)

Bellotti proposes to differentiate just through the prediction step:

● Needs fixed threshold    ; only usable with Thr on logits.



Concurrent Work

Concurrent work by (Bellotti, 2021) uses Thr on logits with fixed threshold    :

 MNIST

Method Baseline (Bellotti, 2021)
w/ Thr-Logits

ConfTr
w/ Thr-LogProbs

Test CP Thr-Logits Thr-Probs Thr-Logits Thr-Probs Thr-Probs

Inefficiency ↓ 3.57 2.23 2.73 2.7 2.18



Concurrent Work and Batch Size

Concurrent work by (Bellotti, 2021) uses Thr on logits with fixed threshold    :

Large enough batch size required:

 

MNIST

Method Baseline (Bellotti, 2021)
w/ Thr-Logits

ConfTr
w/ Thr-LogProbs

Test CP Thr-Logits Thr-Probs Thr-Logits Thr-Probs Thr-Probs

Inefficiency ↓ 3.57 2.23 2.73 2.7 2.18

Batch Size 1000 500 100

Inefficiency ↓ 2.24 2.17 9.66



Comparison to (Bellotti, 2021)

Note that (Bellotti, 2021) trains using Thr on logits; comparison on probabilities:

CP at test time: Thr-Probs

Dataset Baseline (Bellotti, 2021) ConfTr (ours)

MNIST 2.23 2.70 2.11

F-MNIST 2.05 1.90 1.67

EMNIST (K = 52) 2.66 3.48 2.49

CIFAR10 2.93 2.93 2.84

CIFAR100 10.63 10.91 10.44



Coverage Confusion

Formal definition:



Example: Reduce “Coverage-Confusion”

= fraction of class y confidence sets including class k:



Example: Reduce “Coverage-Confusion”

= fraction of class y confidence sets including class k:



Reducing Inefficiency and Baselines



Mis-Coverage

Formal definition:



Results on Binary Dataset

WineQuality (“good” vs. “bad” white wine):


